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Continued >>> 

-At first glance this collection is wonderfully classic
but on further review these wallpapers are completely at
home in a transitional setting too.

Classically traditional-surprisingly transitional 
Frieda 

-Toys & games inspired these wallpapers.  A touch of 
sophistication lends longevity to the design.  Each year
portions of the proceeds of this collection will be 
donated to children's charities.

Wonder & Whimsy childlike design
Beverly

-A true retro vibe this collection embodies the light hearted 
exploration of pattern & age in a mid century modern era.

Maxine
      Retro pattern with a hint of patina

-Liken it to the little black dress of the wallpaper world
classic with a twist this collection is sure to be a favorite.

Fashionable with an edge-the new classic

Collections

Naturals
A study in nature & natural textures  
 

Jean

    -New for 2020 our inspiration was new fallen snow.  We started
     with the natural color of the fibers then weaving into patterns.
   -Stone in its natural state.  A veneer is supported with a fiber 
     sheet allowing you the fleiblity to use it in a myriad of ways.  

                     -Interior/Exterior   -Ceiling/Floor
           -Dry/Damp/Wet -Cut with standard wallpaper tools

    -Wood veneere set into a pattern then stained to enhance the 
        natural beauty. 
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Naturals Collection-takes natural elements found in so many 
Arts & Crafts designs, strips them to their basic form.  Then carefully 
reintroduce style and design while preserving the beauty of nature.

-A connection is forged between an artist &
 their work though crafting by hand-

We hold to this founding philosophy of the Arts & Crafts movement. 
We’ve expanded this ideal into our wallpaper designs and patterns.  
Each collection is a study in style and design while pushing the 
boundaries of substrates and materials. Our Artist have had a hand 
in creating each paper.  Some papers are painted start to finish- 
completely by hand.  Other papers utilize screen printing or digital 
printing.  With digital printing, our original sketches have been 
scanned and manipulated to create the pattern.

Our Passion

-Everyday images re-imagined through the lines 
of a kaleidoscope. 
Bright and colorful with pattern to spare.
 

Kaleidoscope

Images through the view of a kaleidoscope

-Original sketches and hand painted designs are 
digitally printed using Latex inks. 
Perfect for those environmentally sensitive areas.

Unexpected & fun with budget in mind
Lexi

Collections



-Please take into account the pattern repeat if applicable 
as well as orientation (vertical or horizontal)

- Most orders require a 4-6 week lead time except for our quick
ship items.  Quick ship items expect a 1-2 week lead time

- All products are made to order please allow for slight 
variations in color and shading as these are hand crafted items
and variations are to be expected.

- All orders require payment prior to work starting.  No refunds 
or returns on hand painted items.  Lexi-Naturals-Kaleidoscope
Collections can be returned with a 20% restocking fee.

-All orders are made through trade accounts.  If you need to set
up a new account please contact  sales@stantongray.com
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FAQ

What is the MOQ?- Most papers require 11 yard minimum  order. (2 rolls)
     for wood veneer & bark papers 8 yard minimum is required.  
    Stone veneer requires 2 Sheets minimum in the size you order. 
Is Drop Shipping an Option?- Absolutely. We are happy to drop ship 
     your items to your clients location.  Please provide the shipping
     address when placing the order.  All  packing slips are void 
     of any pricing.
How do I get Custom Wallpaper?- We o�er custom papers for you 
     and your clients.  Want a paper that is yours alone? We can develop 
     a custom paper just for you.  Client wanting a paper in a di�erent 
     color? We can customize to your needs.  A $200 Deposit is required 
     to start the process, and this deposit will be credited back to your 
    account once the papers are approved and ordered.  First shipped 
    samples are included in the development price.  Further tweaks will 
    require additional cost  

What is my Customer ID?- If you are unable to find your customer 
     ID we can locate your information with your business name and #
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Kassandra Gray - Founder & CEO
Stanton Gray Artisan Wall Coverings

5851 Balsom Ridge Rd 
Suite C

Denver NC, 28037

Stanton Gray
 

Artisan Wall Coverings

On behalf of 
Stanton Gray I would 
like to personally 
welcome you as our new 
client.
  
We value your business 
and strive to make your 
experience with us 
truly exceptional. 

We look forward to 
working with you on all 
of your wall covering 
needs.

      Kassandra 


